
Caring for your guitars can never be over emphasized. Ensuring long life,
pleasurable play performance and great aesthetics are qualities of the
guitar we aim to maintain; yet in humid conditions this can be tough. It
is vitally important to maintain the appropriate moisture content in your
guitar.

A healthy guitar has moisture content between 8.5% and 10%, anymore
and the guitar will bulge in the bridge section causing an unpleasant playand the guitar will bulge in the bridge section causing an unpleasant play
experience, a falloff in sound quality and physical damage. With the KILN,
the complicated maintenance problem becomes easily accessible to all
string instrument players, owners and lovers

Through a well caliberated dehumidifying process, the device attains
dehumidification but never causes structual damages.

FAQ can be found at http://www.thekiln.sg/#!the-kiln-wood/c18q1

Iin RosewoodtheKILN
Detects. Prevents. Corrects

Carefully insert the KILN into the soundbox between the
string and soundhole. If blocked by string, gently pushed it
to create sufficient space for the KILN to slide in.

Rotate the KILN by its handle until it is aligned with the
strings and rest on the guitar top.

Slide the KILN under the strings until the it is
facing directly towards the bridge.

Once in position, connect the KILN to a power adapter and
turn on the mains. Leave the KILN in the guitar for 8 hours.

A Power Adapter is needed to supply DC power to drive the KILN. Replacement
Laptop Power Adapter is the most economical choice. Recommended ratings are,
1. 16 to 24V
2. 3.5A to 5A
3. Terminates with 2.5 mm connector
See picture on right.
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Important!
Proper use of the Rosewood KILN will provide your guitar the care that it requries. The dehumidification process
is carefully caliberated thus using the Rosewood KILN by any means other than those stated in this manual will
not be sanctioned. Guitaring Passionately Pte Ltd will not be liable for any outcomes caused.

1. When in use, keep your guitar well ventilated. Do not accelerate the process by trapping heat.
2. When in use, only handle it by its handle. Avoid contacting the Heat Plate
3. The Rosewood KILN is designed to dehumidify your guitar in supine position only.3. The Rosewood KILN is designed to dehumidify your guitar in supine position only.
4. Use the power adapters of the recommended power ratings.
5. Do not open up the Rosewood KILN.

OVERVIEW

Contents: the KILN (wood) and Product Manual

1. Handle
2. Corksheet

3. Power Cable with 2.5mm connector
4. Heat Plate
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